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FADE IN:

INT. TARDIS - AMY & RORY’S ROOM

ON an old-fashioned alarm, just shy of eight. It GOES OFF.

ON Amy and Rory’s hands entwined -- and their wedding rings -- 
as their eyes shoot open.

RORY
Agh!

He SPLUTTERS, Amy MOANS and pulls her hand away.

RORY (CONT’D)
I swear to--

INT. TARDIS - CONTROL ROOM

Rory stumbles in from above, boxers and a t-shirt, brushing 
his teeth and holding the alarm clock.

RORY
(muffled)

I told you we don’t need a--

THE DOCTOR
(turning, also brushing 
his teeth)

We need to have some discipline 
around here and early to bed--

RORY
We don’t do early to bed--

THE DOCTOR
Early to rise, sunshine.

(he chuckles to himself)

RORY
One more time and I’ll--

AMY
(entering, head back, 
gargling mouthwash)

Boys!
(both men look to her)

Where are we going today?

THE DOCTOR smiles at Rory. Rory spits on the floor.



LATER: All fully clothed now, standing around the core of the 
TARDIS. Rory aims a yawn -- so Amy can see -- at The Doctor.

THE DOCTOR
This would be the home planet of the 
Rongai. Brave, proud and watch-your-
step-for-they-do-like-to-bite warrior 
people. Sort of like a scorpion and 
an armadillo mated.

AMY
Ouch.

RORY
Ouch.

THE DOCTOR (CONT’D)
Teeny tiny planet-- really just a 
high-density asteroid. Packed to the 
brim, last time I remember.

ON THE VIEWSCREEN, a small asteroid rushes through space, a 
cramped city perched on its front.

THE DOCTOR (CONT’D)
But high on the very stuff that this 
lovely girl...

(he bangs the desk)
...is built from. And as we’re in 
need of some repairs...

(they SHUDDER to a stop)
...I’m sure they won’t mind us 
stealing a little bit.

(he bangs the viewscreen, 
confused for a moment)

AMY
Told you to go digital.

THE DOCTOR
Not that, just thought I saw...

(Rory and Amy wait for his 
response...)

Nothing. In fact. It’s... hmm.

RORY
(not willing to wait on 
The Doctor’s thoughts)

Right. Well as I’m dressed, 
manicured, primmed and poofed within 
an inch of my life thanks to the fact 
that I’ve been up for...

(glancing at his watch)
...eight hours now--
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THE DOCTOR
Sorry about that. Must have been 
something I ate. Still, better out 
than in, eh?

RORY
Amy?

AMY
Yup?

RORY
Remember when we were kids and I was 
thinking “Doctor or diplomat, doctor 
or diplomat, doctor or diplomat”--

AMY
I try to block out anything you 
repeat more than once.

RORY
(moving for the door)

Well after a morning spent sifting 
through a Time Lord’s--

THE DOCTOR
Language.

RORY
Just call me Ambassador Rory 
Williams, defender of the people, 
friend to the down-trodden, protector 
of--

(he opens the door to a 
gust of wind)

I’ll just run and get my jacket.

AMY
(moving for the door)

Catch you outside, dear. Don’t dally 
or you’ll miss the snaps.

(she waves a digital 
camera)

THE DOCTOR
(joining Amy’s exit, but 
pausing for Rory...)

You wanted to be a doctor?

RORY
It passed. Better out than in, eh?
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INT. TARDIS - AMY & RORY’S ROOM

Rory heads straight for the wardrobe.

RORY
(grabbing a jacket)

Rory Williams, hope for the hopeless, 
help for the helpless, gorm for the 
gormless.

INT. TARDIS - CONTROL ROOM

RORY
(heading for the door)

Diplomat to any number of scorpi-
dillo creatures, be they large or 
small...

(he tugs on the door, it 
doesn’t open)

...or black or white...
(he tugs again, it seems 
to be resisting)

...or carniverous or...
(he pulls hard, and it 
opens -- he steps out)

EXT. CITY STREET - SUNRISE

RENGUSKA CITY is not unlike a modernised medieval town-- 
unspeakably tall, with technological interfaces grafted into 
it. The whole place is dimly lit by a rising sun.

More importantly, it’s deserted.

RORY
...invisible.

(he looks around, feeling 
the air for any invisible 
Rongai)

Amy? You there, honeybunch? 
Apfelsaft? Porkchops?

He backs up against the TARDIS. The door’s locked behind him.

RORY (CONT’D)
Doc... tor?

He walks around the TARDIS, but all he finds is a street sign 
that says: “DROP EVERYTHING”.

RORY (CONT’D)
I see.
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